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We Have Your Summer Fun Covered by Offering
Competitive Rates

Interested in a new auto, or refinancing one you have? How about a home equity for a new deck or
patio? A family vacation sounds great or better yet a swimming pool for the whole family to enjoy.
Lenco Credit Union offers a full line of loan products, including new and used auto, VISA credit cards,
RV, Watercraft, ATV, and much more. We have Summer Fun Savings with auto rates starting at
1.89%. We’ll get you on the road faster with the most competitive rates.

We also offer conventional fixed rate mortgages and home equity loans. With local decision making
and a simple application makes the process quick and easy.  Call today and get a decision today!  Or
you can apply on line for any one of our loan products.  Lenco Credit Union. Your way to a brighter
future.

Equal Housing Lender. Member NCUA. 
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Auto Lending Seeing a Recent Spike Outside of the
Dealership
Auto lending is on the rise with special credit to smaller financial
institutions

If you have been dreaming of parking a new vehicle in your garage and have been searching online for
the latest car reviews and news, you’ve likely read that the world of auto lending is experiencing a big
boom, with banks and credit unions responsible for an increasingly large portion of auto loans.

“Americans bought more new cars in 2015 than ever before,” stated Chris Isidore in an article for
CNNMoney published in Jan. 2016. “Here’s why: low gas prices, easy credit, strong job growth and
pent-up demand from years of
depressed sales.” 

That’s great news for people who
have been waiting for the right time
to start taking some test drives. It’s
also good news for financial
institutions, which have been
experiencing an upward trend in
lending as they continue to claim a
larger share of the auto loan
market in recent years.

Car buyers are finding that they
don’t have to simply accept the
dealership’s loan offer when
purchasing a new car, and in many
cases they can find favorable loans
with their financial institution, which
they already know and trust.

“The average five-year loan for a new auto from a [small financial institution] has an interest rate of
2.58 percent, compared to 3.87 percent at a traditional bank, according to Informa Research Services,
a California market research firm,” states Boston Globe Columnist Deirdre Fernandes. “Those rates —
as well as better rates for other loans and savings products — have helped … attract customers and
expand their market share.”

While this upward swing in the auto market certainly seems like great news, some economists and
journalists are taking a less optimistic outlook when considering this trend. Many feel that the boom in
auto lending and car buying is reminiscent of the boom in real estate that came before the recession,
especially since subprime lending takes up a large portion of the new loans.

Many financial experts, however, feel that there isn’t cause to worry about the uptick in subprime auto
lending. One of the main reasons for this optimism is the fact that foreclosed homes create a much
longer and larger impact on the local and national economy than delinquent car loans, even in cases
where vehicles need to be repossessed.  

“A surge in repossessed cars may end up increasing the number of used cars for sale, but other than
that, don’t expect to see the huge write-offs by mortgage lenders that caused so much harm to the
financial system and broader economy,” states Barry Ritholz, a Bloomberg View columnist in a March
2016 article. “So, no, subprime auto loans don’t have the makings of the next subprime mortgage
crisis.”

So don’t let sensational headlines about an impending financial crisis dampen your spirits. If you are
in the market for a new car, now is a great time to talk to your financial institution about your loan
prospects, and your financial institution should always be your first stop in the car-buying process if
you want the best deal.

So start dreaming about exterior paint colors and all the features you want in your new vehicle, and
make plans to speak with your local financial institution soon.
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First Steps to Take to Save for College
Make paying for education manageable by planning ahead

According to Trends in College Pricing 2015 by the College Board, a not-for-profit organization
consisting of over 6,000 of the world’s leading educational institutions, the average cost of tuition and
fees for the 2015-16 school year rose to $32,405 for those attending private colleges.

With average tuition at $9,410 a year, even in-state residents at public colleges have a financial
mountain to climb. But the cost of education doesn’t have to be unmanageable if you plan ahead and
take the necessary steps early on
to save for college. 

1. Set your goal – The College
Board study found that tuition and
other costs increased more than 3
percent from the previous year. By
understanding this trend, you can
estimate how much college may
cost in order to set and prepare to
achieve a more realistic college
saving goal.

To make the goal even more
precise, utilize tools such as a net
price calculator, like that found on
CollegeBoard.org, to discern what
a specific college may cost minus
any grants, scholarships and
education tax benefits for which
your family may be eligible.

2. Open a savings account – From investments and permanent life insurance to tax-advantaged
government savings plans (such as 529 plans), there are many options available to you to begin
stockpiling funds for education. The Wall Street Journal noted that there are two types of 529 plans —
prepaid or investment plans — from which you can choose, and the publication recommended also
checking out the specifics of the 529 plan in your state, as they may differ throughout the country.

The Wall Street Journal also offered this advice to add even more to 529 plans’ contributions:

Enlist the help of grandparents and other relatives – “In some states, they can contribute to
the account you set up. In other states, they have to set up their own and name a child as a
beneficiary,” the article said.

Enroll in Upromise – Shop name-brand sites through the Upromise website, and the
Upromise loyalty program will refund a percentage into any plan you choose, namely an
affiliated 529 plan. Find out more at Upromise.com.

Get a credit card with rewards that can be diverted into the 529 plan – Check with your
financial institution to see if there is an eligible credit card available that will put a percentage of
each purchase into an associated 529 plan.

3. Don’t wait – Take a look at your budget and allocate whatever you can, realistically, to saving for
college — and do it now. A February 2015 article in Forbes added that if a newborn’s parents invest
$250 a month in a tax-deferred savings plan with a 6 percent rate of return, they will have $148,000 in
the account when the child turns 18. Every little bit will help, no matter when you start investing.

“Remember, college costs don’t arrive all at once; they stretch over a period of four years (or more).
Even if you get a late start, saving now can still make a difference,” the Northwestern MutualVoice
Team said in the article on Forbes.com. Northwestern MutualVoice is a group of professionals who
share insights and opinions from experts and industry leaders across the enterprise. 







4. Communicate with your kids – Get the children involved, first by discussing with them the value
of saving money, and encourage them to set aside part of their allowance or paper route money
toward a college fund. Second, open a dialogue early about qualities they would like in a college and
inform them of their options regarding scholarships and financial aid. This will help in goal setting and
reevaluation over time.

5. Keep retirement separate – While your children’s needs should always be a priority, it’s important
not to put their education-related financial needs above your own needs for retirement.

“Your child can always attend college by taking out loans (or maybe even with scholarships), but
there’s no such thing as a retirement loan,” the Northwestern MutualVoice Team wrote.

College is a huge expense and one that needs to be addressed early on. Balancing this savings goal
with your other financial needs and wants can be tricky, but never impossible. Contact your financial
institution for further guidance.
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Important Steps Before Buying a Home
Preparing for the home-buying process

So, you’re ready to buy a home. Home ownership is a major milestone in anyone’s life — but also one
that involves lots of complexities and responsibilities.

That’s why it’s important to take the necessary steps before shelling out the down payment. If not
done correctly, buying a home can cause major financial regrets that can last a lifetime.

Before signing on the dotted line for your home, consider these tips — from determining where you
want to live to all the documents that go along with the purchase:

Research the neighborhood - You know what they say: location, location, location. Consider factors
like crime reports, school options, job market and cost of living. And above all, it has to be a place you
want to stay for a while. In fact, experts recommend buyers plan on staying in a new home no fewer
than five to seven years.

“You’re going to spend thousands of dollars to get into the home. To get out of it is going to be equally
expensive and may possibly cost more when you do it in less than five years or in a down market,”
says HSH.com (a publisher of mortgage information and rates) vice president Keith Gumbinger.

Find a realtor in advance - “Start
to talk to your local realtor six
months ahead of time,” says
residential broker and former
president of the National
Association of Realtors Pat
Vredevoogd Combs. “Most have a
good handle on mortgage people
in the area. And there are a lot of
really cool mortgage programs out
there for first-time buyers.” One
example would be some local
governments that offer interest rate
or down payment subsidies to
buyers who agree to buy a home in
certain areas. Also keep in mind
that governments or employers
may subsidize teachers, fire
fighters, police officers, nurses and
other service professionals who
might not be able to afford a home in high-priced areas.

Get preapproved - Ensuring that you’re preapproved for a loan makes the home-buying process a lot
easier on you.

“The first-time homebuyer needs to be very savvy and have an upfront preapproval letter that will help
give the seller confidence that [the buyer] can close the loan and obtain the funds,” explains Mortgage
Lender loanDepot President and COO David Norris. So before you even begin your search, make the
process of getting preapproved mandatory. And along with that, be patient in terms of getting this
preapproval.

“[Buying a home] is really like finding a job — it’s going to take a lot of time to prepare,” says
ClearPoint Credit Counseling Solutions Certified Housing Counselor Cara Pierce. “That way, when the
deal comes along, you’re ready to pounce on it.”

Establish what you can afford - You might find that the maximum you’re prequalified for is pretty
high — and that doesn’t necessarily mean you should spend that amount on a home. Instead,
determine what you feel comfortable spending.

“Each person has to know the difference in his [or her] own mind,” says Combs. “If you’re just getting
by with your current rent payment and the lender says you can qualify for more, give it some thought.”







Collect necessary financial documents - There’s a lot of paperwork surrounding home buying that a
lender will need. Items such as income tax returns, W-2 wage statements, paycheck stubs, bank and
investment account statements, divorce decrees, child support documents, and recent credit card
statements. Keep all these documents in one folder, which will keep you organized and ready. This
will also help you come up with your budget — what you can comfortably afford as a down payment
and monthly payments, as well as taxes, insurance and other expenses. 

Try to keep a steady credit history - If possible, during the process of home buying, put off any
major changes that can affect your credit, such as switching jobs or purchasing a new vehicle.

“When you sit at the closing table, you will be asked to sign a document that says your credit is the
same as it was when you originally applied for the loan,” says Combs. Unless the job is in the same
industry and with higher pay, lenders aren’t keen on you changing your financial picture during the
process of a pending mortgage application.

If you’re looking to buy a home, we can help you get the mortgage you need. Contact us today.
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How to Start Investing With Limited Funds
You don’t need a lot to get started investing

It may seem intuitive that investing gives you the best benefit if you start early, but many people put
off the task if they feel they don’t have enough information or money to start off the “right way.”

The good news is that you don’t need a lot to start investing, and there are many simple ways to
begin. So, take the adage “There’s no time like the present” to heart, and follow these tips for making
your first forays into the exciting world of investing.

Even if you only have a few
hundred to a thousand dollars to
invest, you should start now.
Investments that are generally
considered the safest, like bonds,
are slow-growing and take time to
make a big impact on your bank
account.

Riskier investments, on the other
hand, can experience big ups and
downs while still maintaining an
overall upward trend over the span
of many years, so people holding
these investments can earn big
bucks if they have the time to stick
with them over the long haul. The
farther away you are from
retirement age, the more you can
afford to take big investment risks
hoping for big rewards to match,
because you have time to recuperate your funds if an investment goes south.

“The key, really, is simply to open an investing or retirement account and regularly transfer money into
it, preferably automatically from your paycheck so you don’t forget or get side-tracked,” stated
Kimberly Palmer, author of “Generation Earn” and blogger for U.S. News & World Report.

Now that you are inspired to start investing right away, you have to plan your strategy. Careful
consideration at the start can help you avoid the potential disappointment and headaches that come
when minimum deposit restrictions, fees and other costs catch you off-guard. Starting safe with
investments in a 401(k) is a great way to begin. This lets you avoid the time commitment required to
learn about the stock market, and it can give you the confidence you need to go forward to riskier
investments in the future.

“Assuming you have a 401(k), save time and put your money into an index fund that mirrors the stock
market (like an S&P 500 index fund),” states Personal Finance Expert M.P. Dunleavey for
Betterment.com. “Or if index funds aren’t available in your 401(k), use a low-cost target date fund
(keep the expense ratio at 0.5 percent or lower).”

Index funds are an especially good choice for people investing only a few hundred dollars, because
many — particularly individual retirement accounts — have initial investment minimums as low as
$250.

“After your initial investment, you can add as much money as you like, as frequently as you like, with
no additional costs or commissions,” according to a December 2015 article by The Motley Fool. “You
can purchase index funds directly from mutual fund companies, so there are no commissions to pay
to a middleman.”

If you want to dive right into the stock market, you have to strategize to find the right way to invest
your small sum because many brokers deal only with large accounts. The first thing to learn is the
difference between the types of stockbrokers.







“Stockbrokers come in two flavors: full-service and discount,” according to Investopedia.com Writer
and Co-founder of Second Summit Ventures Chad Langager. “As the name implies, a full-service
broker provides much more in the way of service, but it only deals with higher-net-worth clients.”

With many discount brokers, you can open an account with a minimum of $1,000, but you should
understand that you will receive fewer services than someone working with a full-service stockbroker
would. Another option is to forgo a broker and tackle the market yourself.

“You also could purchase shares directly from a company through direct stock purchase plans,” says
Langager. “Some of these plans have a minimum investment amount restriction, which ranges
between $100 and $500.”

Now that you know the basics of investing with a small sum of money, cash in on your momentum
and get started investing right away. And remember, if you need any advice about your particular
financial situation, your local financial institution is your best resource.
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